
 

 

JENIUS SOCIAL – COMING SOON 

Jenius Social is an exciting new food and drink concept, set to take the capital by storm in May 

2014 when it opens in Islington, North London. 

The vibrant social hub plans to get London talking, sharing and connecting through food, allowing 

everyone from beginner to gourmand to indulge their food and drink dreams. 

Jenius Social will host a range of daily food adventures from supper clubs, cookery classes and 

experiences to special events with industry experts and select food producers from around the UK. 

The venue also features an on-site deli and shop filled with an array of hand picked items sourced 

from the best producers, plus a selection of kitchen accessories to enable foodies to recreate new 

talents at home. 

The versatile, purpose built site is 1,315 sq foot and has been created with total flexibility. The 

kitchen, which will be available for private hire, photo shoots, food styling and industry filming, 

contains a total of six ovens, eight induction hobs and two commercial fridge freezers. 

All furniture is free standing in the open plan dining room, deli and food shop which can seat up to 

32 and shelves can be neatly covered turning the venue into a blank canvas for exclusive dry hire, 

private events and launches. 

Join the revolution: 

Twitter: twitter.com/jeniussocial 
Facebook: facebook.com/Jenius-Social 
Instagram: instagram.com/jeniussocial 

Telephone: 07867-430-582 
Website: http://www.jeniussocial.co.uk/ 

For more information contact Jo Aspin:   

jo.aspin@jeniussocial.co.uk / 07737-191-502 

Notes to editor: 

- Jenius Social is a brand new food concept launching in May 2014. 
- If you would like to speak to owner Jennifer Yong about her vision please contact 
jo.aspin@jeniussocial.co.uk 
- Sign up to receive Jenius Social newsletters to be the first to hear about news surrounding the 
launch and be entered in the launch draw to receive £500 to spend at Jenius Social events.  
- All customers will receive 25% off all classes during the first two weeks of opening. 
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